
Notes: 

Project Sambhav – for a leading insurance provider 



Notes: 

• At Concentrix, we support many of the world’s best brands – probably many of your 

favorite brands. 

• We are now the second largest provider of customer engagement services in the 

world.  

• We help companies from more than 275 sites in 40 countries, across six continents. 

Our services are provided in more than 70 different languages. The combination of 

our scale and diversity is how we delivery on the promise of global consistency with 

local intimacy. 

• We provide our services in 10 key verticals, with a focus on five strategic industries. 

• This project entry is from the global Healthcare vertical of Concentrix – the 

vertical is autonomous with respect to client servicing strategies, processes 

and budgets. 



Notes: 

• Our vision is to be the greatest customer engagement services company in the 

world, rich in diversity and talent 

• The Concentrix culture permeate through everything we do and every interaction we 

have. 

• Our culture is made up of nine statements that are our guiding principle in how we 

act internally and externally.  

• Teamwork is embedded in our culture, reflected in the statement: We all contribute 

and are one Concentrix. 

 



Notes: 

• With our deep understanding of our clients’ business, we realized a different 

approach was needed. 

• We are extremely passionate about bringing next generation experiences and 

improvements to life – today.  

• We help our clients to advance from the traditional ways of thinking into the new 

approaches to solutions. 



Notes: 

Project agenda enables reviewing of various components of project management for 

successful execution of project. 



Notes: 

This material is confidential and proprietary to Concentrix. No part of it may 
otherwise be used, disclosed, circulated, quoted, or reproduced by any other 
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hereby notified that such use, disclosure, circulation, quotation, or 
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Notes: 

Our project planning approach is linked with our nine culture statements. 

All successful projects directly demonstrate how we at Concentrix live out our culture. 

There are 11 sources which enable us to identify and select our projects. 



Notes: 



Notes: 

Data for project identification are from various sources like internal innovation council, 

Concentrix leadership meetings, Win/loss analysis shared by internal sales 

management team and portfolio engine of Delivery Excellence team.  



Notes: 

Our efforts to deliver quality service to our clients also led to the creation of an 

Innovation Council. The council meets regularly and consist of senior leaders from 

Concentrix and our clients. The idea was to provide a collaborative forum to review 

and discuss ideas that would provide innovative solutions to improve our client’s 

business outcomes. 

 

This is accomplished by identifying areas that are challenging to the business and 

require new and novel solutions to mitigate pain points experienced by our clients. We 

also bring in ideas from ideation campaigns which are run from time to time on a 

variety of themes to harness the ideas and insights from our employees, along with 

service and process benchmarks and relevant best practices from within and beyond 

the industry. 

 

It is also a forum for reviewing the benefits of approved innovations as they go through 

their deployment lifecycle. A value creation team headed by the Healthcare Innovation 

Leader is responsible for executing the council’s ideas and keeping everyone informed 

of their progress. He is supported by a dedicated practice team and delivery 

excellence / transformation teams. Representation from analytics, automation and 

asset shared services teams are enrolled as needed. 
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Notes: 

• Accounts segmented on profitability, investment in relationship and resources, growth 

potential and any threats. 
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Notes: 

Opportunities were classified into four board categories. 

• Protect - Accounts that have strong strategic relationship and will scale and grow. 

• Invest and grow -The account will need to be protected due to high margin and due 

to client activity. 

• Optimize - Profitability through operation actions, pricing actions. 

• Transform/Improve - Accounts that require us to transform 

current operations or improve performance. 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Notes: 

Win/loss opportunity analysis was done on various parameters by taking feedback 

from the deals of existing and prospect clients. 

This enabled Concentrix to identify the strengths and opportunities in handling the 

client business.  

These findings will enable us to create and work on targeted action plan. 



Notes: 

• We used a benefit-effort assessment sheet with a four point scale to shortlist high 

impact project ideas. 

• For a project idea to be a high-impactful, it had to address one (or more) of the 

client pain-points identified through Innovation Councils. 
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Notes: 

• We used a benefit-effort assessment sheet with a four-point scale to shortlist high 

impact project ideas. 

• For a project idea to be a high-impactful, it had to address one (or more) of the 

client pain-points identified through Innovation Councils. 
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Notes: 

Project alignment is in-line with client requirements, which will help them to increase 

the market share and retain existing customers with increased levels of satisfaction.  
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Notes: 

Identified two key areas of improvement namely lead generation and customer 

satisfaction.  

Equivalent premium income (EPI) target of 11.8 crores and CSAT improvement to 

>=50% level is the goal of the project. 



Notes: 

That’s not all. As noted before, this project ticked the boxes for multiple client pain 

points—while demonstrating all of our culture statements. The team expected the 

project would bring medium to large impact in all these areas both for client and 

Concentrix. 



Notes: 

• SMART goals were developed to go into the project charter and were signed off by 

the project champion 

 Goal for sales EPI improvement from the baseline of 9.3 crore by March 2019 

 CSAT was at 30% at the beginning of project and by end of March 2019, the project 

goal was to achieve >=50% CSAT 



Notes: 



Notes: 



Notes: 
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Notes: 

Project included six stages starting from problem statement, defining the type of 

project, identifying the project scope, defining the project take away, preparing the 

project approach and selecting a team based on skills and knowledge of team 

members involved in the project.  



Notes: 

Business case provides justification for undertaking a project. It evaluates the 

benefit, cost and risk of alternative options and provides a rationale for the preferred 

solution.  

 

 Problem statement is a clear description of the issue(s), it includes a vision, issue 

statement, and method used to solve the problem. 

 

Project Goal Statement is a clear picture view of what is to be accomplished by 

the project. It is a formal document to be created at the Initiation Phase showing 

the project context, including the project purpose, the quality focus, and the 

viewpoint. 

 

 



Notes: 

There was a need to increase happy and delighted customers and help the client turn 

around its service center to a revenue center.  

 

This project was intended to continuously perform and sustain the satisfaction levels of 

the customers.  

 

Strategic process changes were to be done by integrating analytics and automation 

specialists, develop workstreams and drive action plan 

 



Notes: 

CSAT(Customer Satisfaction) is a key performance indicator for this business and is 

measured on 5 point scale. Survey responses from the customers with 4 and 5 ratings 

are divided by total number of responses to get the CSAT percentage. 

 

Estimated premium income (EPI) is the total amount premium income generated once 

the lead is converted in to an actual sale. 

 

 



Notes: 

Project Assumption is ―A factor in planning process that is considered to be true, real 

or certain often without any proof or demonstration.‖ 

 

Proactively managing expectations leads to successful projects, satisfied 

stakeholders, and engaged teams. This involves 

addressing expectations during project planning and execution frequent 

communication, and a focus on realistic goals.  

 

The assumptions and expectation were formulated basis the project requirement.  

 



Notes: 

DMAIC is the problem-solving approach that drives Lean Six Sigma. It's a five-

phase method—Define, measure, analyze, improve and control—for improving 

existing process problems with unknown causes. 

 

There was a systematic project governance setup, where the project was tracked and 

evaluated for progress. The project leaders presented the details of the projects in 

regards to progress like the implementation of the project methodology (DMAIC 

mostly), current stage / phase, activities completed, timeline management, benefits, 

any challenges or support required, etc.  

 



Notes: 

Project team is comprised of Project Leader(Operations Manager), Project Mentor- 

Black Belt Manager, Project Champion – Delivery Excellence Leader, Cross Functional 

Team which include Quality Manager, Quality Assistant Manager, Work Force Deputy 

Manager 

 

All the nominations were received from Operations in consultation with business. 



Notes: 

Project continuity plan is prepared and shared with all the project team members. Each 

major task is assigned to a primary owner and a back up.  

Collaboration with entire project team on regular intervals and leaves were planned 

and tracked in such a way that it will impact the project.  
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Notes: 

Successful projects are usually the result of careful planning and the talent and 

collaboration of a project’s team members. Projects can’t move forward without each 

of its key team members. So the team members were from Operations, Training, 

Quality and Work Force domains who have clarity on the roles and responsibilities and 

how the business runs.  

 



Notes: 

Selecting the team. Take care to choose the right people from each domain 

Set the tone and the ground rules.  

Setting clear achievable goals. Communicate effectively. 

Build team spirit and enthusiasm 

Achievable early goals.  



Notes: 

Ensured that the communication channels are open and all the team members 

dedicate enough time for the project and communicate effectively.  



Notes: 



Notes: 

List of tools using in different stages of the DMAIC approach is defined.  



Notes: 

A good project comes from a good problem definition. It is important to first 
identify the problem you want to address.  
 

Customer service line of business (CS LOB) of the insurance client receives calls from 

customers. Concentrix agent provides resolution on call and pitches for sale at  

the end of call.  

 

Critical to quality is to resolve customer’s concern and ensure satisfaction levels of the 

customer. Satisfied customers tend to be loyal to the company and have high 

probability of buying more products.  



Notes: 

SIPOC is used to map the high level process, input, output, supplier and output of the 

Sambhav project. Each step from supplier till customer who is affected with the output 

of the process is defined.  



Notes: 

Flow chart of the Inbound Customer Service LOB, which is the scope of Sambhav 

project is drawn. Flow chart indicates the flow of process from beginning to end of call. 

Two project outcomes CSAT (VOC) and EPI (Sales) are mapping in the flow chat. 

 



Notes: 



Notes: 

Data required for the project with regards to the associates, product and call drivers 

was collected from Concentrix Work Force Management (WFM) team and client team. 

 



Notes: 

Control chart is used to study how the process performed over time. Data is plotted in 

time order from April 2017 to March 2018. 

 

This process is statistically in control. 

 



Notes: 

Volume output and survey response rate (SRR) is mentioned in this slide. Along with 

the overall CSAT question, we’ve provided a summary of customer rating on call 

center related questions.  

 



Notes: 

Sentiment analysis conducted on the calls rated as dis-satisfied (detractor) by the 

customer.  

 

Pareto analysis by call drivers with respect to average days to survey along with the 

reason for the call was done to understand the top reasons. 

 



Notes: 

Out of the six call center-specific questions in the CSAT survey, the relationship with 

the main question was analyzed.  

 

Two questions had a strong co-relation when the logistic regression was performed. 

 



Notes: 

Detractor calls were analyzed and categorized under four broad categories basis 

controllable/non-controllable to arrive at the opportunity areas for each category.  

 



Notes: 

Sentiment analysis was performed to understand the impact of each category (agent, 

customer, process and technology) contributing to dissatisfaction.  

Based on this analysis, we outlined an improvement opportunity of 20.89%.  

 



Notes: 

Top three reasons under each category were identified for agent, process and 

technology.  

 

No opportunities identified for customer behavior as it is out of control. 

 



Notes: 

In continuation from Slide 47: 

 

Within the process category, we looked in to a subtype called enquiry on policy 

details/my account to understand the current process and opportunities that exist. 

Recommendation shared with client.  

 



Notes: 

In continuation from Slide 47: 

 

Within the process category, we looked in to redirections to branch cases to 

understand the current process and opportunities that exist. Recommendation shared 

with client.  

 

 



Notes: 

In continuation from Slide 47: 

 

Mis-sales data was studied in five different zones and shared with the client to do 

further root cause analysis along with the sales force.  

 



Notes: 

Focus group discussion was conducted with agents, Subject Matter Experts (SME), 

Quality Analyst (QA), Trainers and Team Leaders to brainstorm and identify key factors 

resulting in low CSAT and EPI. 

 



Notes: 

Top reasons identified for low sales, basis the brainstorming session conducted with agents 
and supervisors.  
 



Notes: 

• Top Reasons identified for low CSAT, basis the brainstorming session conducted with 
agents and supervisors.  
 

• Findings included Concentrix controllable and process opportunities.  
 

 



Notes: 

Similarity test was conduct to identify the hierarchical relationship and similarity 

between the variables.  

 

Dependency and co-relation between CSAT, first time resolution (FTR), incoming call 

volume, service level (SL) percentage, average handing time (AHD), number of agents 

and appointments achieved was tested. 

 



Notes: 

Pareto analysis is a statistical technique in decision-making used for the selection of 

a limited number of tasks that produce significant overall effect. 

 

Pareto on product sales shows that top 5 products to focus are Click 2 Protect 3D 

Plus, Life Cancer Care, Click 2 Invest, Life Super 



Notes: 

IMR chart or an individuals moving range chart is used to track continuous data.  

 

IMR chart on FTR versus appointments shows the need to increase the appointments 

on FTR calls. 



Notes: 

Boxplot was used to depict whiskers and groups (quartiles) of data. Boxplot was 

prepared on the data generated by internal quality team where agents did not pitch on 

calls.  

 

Fifteen agents have clear scope of improvement in pitching.  



Notes: 

We plotted performance of agents on warm transfers from customer service line of 

business (LOB) to lead warming call center (LWCC) using a box plot.  

 

We identified 11 and 15 associates as bottom quartile for refresher training and 

coaching in Q1 and Q2 respectively. 



Notes: 

Recommendations shared with all the stake holders and client basis the analysis done 

for EPI and CSAT. 

 

 

 



Notes: 

• Action plan to improve sales was implemented basis the findings of analysis. These action 
points were specifically for agent opportunities. Process recommendations were shared 
with client separately.  

 

 



Notes: 

Training content was designed to cross skill the front line staff for effective sales pitch and 
converting lead to payment and improve customer satisfaction. 
 
Appropriate changes in service to sales approach and NVA reduction kept the sales pitch leg at 
a customer service desk. 
 

 



Notes: 

Call handling, knowledge and ownership reflected as the top agent opportunities and 

key input for CSAT. Action plan to improve CSAT was centered around these key 

areas.  

 



Notes: 

Trainers and Quality Analysts have gone through Yellow Belt training and other team 

members such as Operations Manager, Team Leader and Delivery Project Executive 

(DPE) have attended Green Belt training.  

 



Notes: 



Notes: 



Notes: 

Attendance and leaves of project team was planned in order to have project continuity 

and avoid risk of project delay.  

 



Notes: 
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Notes: 

• Deployment completed successfully resulting in a system being established which was 
there never before. 

• Appointment rate increased and resulted improvement in EPI (Sales). 
 



Notes: 

• Deployment completed successfully resulting in a system being established which was 
there never before. 

• Appointment rate increased and resulted improvement in EPI. 
• Top quartile positive movement in CSAT happened month on month.  



Notes: 

Post action plan implementation and operational rigor, there are no agents with 0 sales 

for the month. Number of transfers have increased to 24. 



Notes: 

EPI (Sales) performance improved from the time action plan was implemented in Aug. 

2019. 



Notes: 



Notes: 

Control Plan created for both equivalent premium income and customer satisfaction to 

ensure operational rigor is maintained on floor and performance is sustained.  



Notes: 

Appreciation received from client leader on the improvement observed in overall 

performance including VOC (CSAT). 



Notes: 

Process leader from Concentrix has given the sign-off the gains realized. 



Notes: 

Process leader from Concentrix has given the sign-off the gains realized. 



Notes: 

Process leader from Concentrix has given the sign-off the gains realized. 



Notes: 


